Oral Communication Outcomes – Page 3
Speak clearly to diverse audiences.

Oral Communication Assessments – Page 4
Revalidation of Essential Studies courses every four years through a committee process.

Written Communication Assessments – Page 4
Regular reviews of student work samples by the office of Essential Studies.
Rubric Measured Final Papers
Academic Division IAA (Integrated Academic Activity) Assessment
Capstone Test/Project
Campus/Instructor
Educational Testing Service (ETS) Proficiency Profile
Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) writing assessment
CLA

Quantitative Analysis Assessments – Page 4
Revalidation of Essential Studies courses every four years through a committee process.
Participate in classroom activities demonstrating knowledge of key algebra concepts.
Recall and practice key algebra concepts and techniques by completing assigned homework problems.
Complete objective tests demonstrating mastery of concepts and process skills.
Summarize understanding by completing essay questions about mastery of concepts